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"When advocating for

your rights, it’s important

to speak from your soul.

Our might comes in the

form of simplicity and

ease. Let your passion

flow through you, and

take breaks when you

need them."

~ Anshil, Spellers & Allies

SpellX is a free online, salon-style event to share short passionate talks, poetry,

presentations, and talents from nonspeaking, minimally speaking, and unreliably speaking

individuals who spell and type to communicate. SpellX will be presented in 6 “salons”

spanning 6 geographical regions/time zones making SpellX available to Spellerverse

members worldwide. This event will be hosted by Elizabeth Vosseller along with Speller

and Leadership Cadre co-hosts. 

The goal of our annual event is to increase access to communication for all nonspeaking

people by demonstrating all that is possible with a reliable means of robust

communication!  The SpellX presentations will give you a glimpse into the lives of some of

our nonspeaking, minimally speaking, and unreliably speaking spellers. 

SAVE THE DATE! SpellX will take place on Saturday, November 19th, 2022!

SpellX is Coming on November 19th!
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"Choose your cause-

Choose an organization

that has personal meaning

so you stay interested. Try

to find the one that gives

you joy when advocating

for it. Once you select an

area of interest, narrow it

down. I joined the I-ASC

Spellers & Allies Advocacy

Network because it impacts

me personally." 

~Sofi, Spellers & Allies
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~Katlyn Billue & Alexa Powell

GET GROUPS GOING!

You don’t need us to tell you that the spellerverse is all about

inclusivity and increasing access to communication for all. But how

can we extend that beyond our one-on-one sessions with our

spellers? GROUPS!

With so many S2C practitioners starting their centers from scratch, it

may be difficult to find open and fluent spellers to run a full group

with. Katlyn Billue, with the assistance of Alexa Powell, two

practitioners at Growing Kids Therapy Center, ran the Summer 2022

Marvel Group with the intent that each speller would brainstorm and

write their own superhero origin story. 

This would require each speller to be open on the boards with Katlyn

as a CRP. Wanting to include more spellers, the group was opened up

to new spellers who may not be open but still wanted to experience a

group, many for the first time! This introduced a bit of a challenge;

trying to run a group that is engaging for all fluency levels is not an

easy feat. 

Katlyn Billue is an S2C Practitioner, Certified Occupational Therapy

Assistant, and Mentor for I-ASC. She loves to gain insight into the

personalities of the Spellers by hearing the variety of answers and

perspectives that arise out of the same question in a lesson.

Alexa Powell is an S2C Practitioner at GKTC and a recent Master of

Public Health graduate with a concentration in physical activity.

Schedule a session with Alexa or join one of her amazing groups by

registering at contact@growingkidstherapy.com!



"For many of us, advocacy

will be a lifelong pursuit. If

we don’t nurture our own

well-being, we will be

empty with no capacity to

give of ourselves to effect

change for others. 

 Prioritize yourself and, just

as importantly, eschew the

notion that if you don’t say

“yes”  to everything right

now, the opportunities will

dry up. The need for

advocacy is, unfortunately,

going nowhere, so fortify

yourself for the journey." 

~Noah, Spellers & Allies

~Melinda Grose, PIT, Cohort W

FROM ROCK ART TO DOT ART

ABORIGINAL art can be understood as the paintings, carvings and

ENGRAVINGS DEPICTING (showing, illustrating) nature, created by

Aboriginal people, who are the indigenous or FIRST NATIONS

PEOPLES of AUSTRALIA. These people are a vast community of many

different and distinct language groups, who have lived in Australia

for over 60,000 years and are the oldest living CULTURE in the world.

Something all Aboriginal groups have in common is their strong

relationship to the natural LANDSCAPE ꟷ deserts, rocks, and caves,

coastlines and beaches, water sources, valleys, and grasslands.

Aboriginal art depicts the CULTURAL PRACTICES, myths and

TRADITIONAL stories they call the DREAMING, which include all

those natural features of the landscape we mentioned. Sometimes

these features are INDICATED through SYMBOLS. These are a few of

the SYMBOLIC meanings behind the natural desert colours found in

traditional Aboriginal art: white is the spirit colour; black is the

colour of night and represents the Aboriginal people; red is the

colour of the land or of blood; yellow is the colour of the sun and

sacred. 

Don't miss any of I-ASC FREE Lessons!
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"Advocacy is my

passion. It takes

determination

and perseverance. 

My desire to

advocate gives

me the physical

and mental

strength to

inspire others."

~Sarah, Spellers & Allies

Join Kelley Howe and

Lakshmi Rao Sankar as they

discuss how coaching leads

nonspeaking individuals to

learn how to get their

apraxic bodies to listen to

their own internal voice.

Commands get you to a

place of compliance.

UPCOMING EVENTS

Register now for our September

Neurolyrical!

Friday, September 30th, 2022

Coaching vs. Commands Webinar

Tuesday, September 6th at 7:00 pm EDT

Wednesday, September 7th at 7:00 pm EDT(ST)

7pm EDT
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